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The Steyning Downland Scheme is fundamentally committed to promoting 

the health, safety and wellbeing of our staff, volunteers and visitors. Our 

Health and Safety Policy sets out our approach to achieving this.  
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Introduction 

 

Our statement of general policy is: 

 

1. to provide adequate assessment and control of the health & safety risks arising from the 

management and use of our land, and the activities of our employees, volunteers and 

visitors. 

 

2. to consult with the Trustees, the steering groups, our employees and volunteers on 

matters affecting their health, safety and wellbeing and that of visitors. 

 

3. to provide and maintain safe equipment, and to provide protective clothing. 

 

4. to ensure the safe handling, use and storage of all substances. 

 

5. to provide information, instruction and supervision for employees, volunteers and 

visitors. 

 
6. to ensure all employees and volunteers are competent to carry out their appointed tasks 

and to provide  adequate training where required. 

 
7. to ensure contractors, visitors, organisations carrying out events on the land and other 

third parties are competent and do not present a hazard to others using the land. 

 

8. to seek to prevent accidents and work-related ill-health. 

 

9. to maintain safe and (so far as practicable) healthy working conditions. 

 

10. to keep up-to-date with changes in law and best practice regarding health & safety issues 

affecting the Scheme. 

 

11. to review and revise this policy regularly. 
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Responsibilities 

 

12. Overall and final responsibility for health & safety is that of the Chair of Trustees. Day-to-

day responsibility for ensuring this policy is put into practice is delegated to the Project 

Manager. 

 

13. For each event that happens on the Scheme site, the Project Manager will designate 

health and safety responsibilities to a nominated person, recorded  on the risk assessment 

form. 

 

14. All employees and volunteers are required to: 

 
a. Co-operate with activity leaders on health & safety matters 

b. not interfere with, and follow any instructions with regard to, anything provided 

to safeguard their health & safety 

c. take reasonable care of their own and other people’s health & safety 

d. report all health & safety concerns to an appropriate person (as detailed in this 

policy statement) 

e. Not carry out any task which they are not competent or able to complete 

 

Procedures for particular risks  

Conservation Volunteers, Rifle Range Volunteers 

15. These groups carry out active site management with mechanised and hand tools, 

sometimes in poor weather. Generic risk assessments (HS1-3 and HS1-4) have been 

produced covering the standard risks associated with Volunteer activities. The procedures 

for volunteers are set out in Annex 1. All generic forms will be reviewed on an annual 

basis or whenever the activity changes. 

 

Public Events 

16. A risk assessment will be undertaken by the nominated person for each activity. The 

findings of the risk assessment will be reported to the Project Manager before the activity 

takes place.  

 

17. The Project Manager and nominated person are responsible for ensuring any identified 

actions are implemented before the event or activity takes place. 

 

18. Our risk assessments will be reviewed regularly or when the work activity changes. 
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Mountain Biking 

19. A separate assessment has been made of the health and safety risks for this area and special 

arrangements are in place. These are described in Annex 2 

 

Wild Play Area 

20. The Wild Play Area, next to the Community Orchard will be inspected every 3 months by 

the Project Manager or a nominated representative and any faults in the equipment 

provided will be rectified as a matter of urgency. 

 

Dangerous Trees  

21. Trees close to Public Rights of Way and other well frequented areas are a potential risk 

to the Health and Safety of members of the public and users of the land. The procedure 

for these is described in a separate Hazardous Tree Policy.  

 

Lookerers 

22. The Lookering team keep a watch on our grazing animals. They do this all year round and 

normally work alone. A separate assessment has been made of the health and safety risks 

of this role and special arrangements are in place. These have been incorporated into the 

Lookerer guidance notes (see Annex 4). 

 

All Other Activities 

23. A risk assessment will be undertaken by the nominated person for each activity. The 

completed assessment will be lodged with the Project Manager before the activity takes 

place. The Project Manager and the nominated person are responsible for ensuring any 

identified actions are implemented before the activity takes place. 

 

Implementation Procedures 

Consultation with employees 

24. Health & safety will be a standing agenda item at the steering groups and the Trustees 

meetings to enable full discussions of any health and safety concerns or issues.  Any 

changes to the Health and Safety Policy will be brought to the attention of and discussed 

with, employees, steering groups and the Trustees. 

 

Safe tools and equipment and protective clothing 
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25. The Scheme owns hand and power tools for conservation and related management 
tasks.  During a particular volunteer task, these are the responsibility of the nominated 
person in charge of the group using the tools, usually the Conservation Volunteer Team 
Leader, or otherwise a person to whom they have delegated responsibility.  Instruction 
will be given to employees and volunteers on the safe use of these tools by the 
nominated person. 
 

26. In the case of power tools, all users will be required to have completed certification or 
training appropriate to the equipment being used, in accordance with any relevant 
Health and Safety Executive advice.  All tools owned by the Steyning Downland Scheme 
will be serviced at least once per year, by a qualified service engineer. The volunteers 
who use power tools are responsible for reporting any faults which may arise in the 
mean- time to the nominated person in charge of the group, who in turn must promptly 
report all such faults to the Project Manager. Where employees, volunteers or other 
organisations use their own tools or equipment on the Scheme site, they will be 
responsible for the safe use of their tools, equipment and of the health and safety of 
their employees, SDS volunteers and site visitors.  [NOTE: THIS REQUIREMENT TO BE 
COMMUNICATED TO SUCH PERSONS IN ADVANCE] 

Safe handling, use and storage of substances 

27. From time to time, hazardous substances (herbicides) covered by the Control of 
Substances Hazardous to Health (COSHH) Regulations may be used on the Steyning 
Downland Scheme, for example to control invasive plants, or to prevent scrub regrowth.  
 

28. When hazardous substances are brought on to the Scheme site by other organisations 
such as the National Park Authority or the Wiston Estate, these will be required to notify 
the Project Manager in advance and use their own Health & Safety policies and 
insurance. [NOTE: THIS REQUIREMENT TO BE COMMUNICATED TO SUCH PERSONS IN 
ADVANCE]. 
 

29. Scheme employees and volunteers will not usually be required to handle hazardous 
substances.  Where this is deemed necessary in order to carry out the work needed, 
guidance and direction will be sought from the holder of an appropriate Certificate of 
Competence In Safe Use of Pesticides (chemical ticket holder). In such circumstances, 
risk assessments will be carried out and reported to the Project Manager prior to usage 
and their use will be recorded on paper with dosage, time, location, purpose and any 
other relevant details. (see http://www.hse.gov.uk/coshh/index.htm for guidance on 
the Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.hse.gov.uk/coshh/index.htm
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Information, instruction and supervision 

30. The health & safety law poster is displayed by Wiston Estate at the registered office and 

at the volunteer tool store (‘The Gateway’). 

 

31. Health & safety advice is available from the Wiston Estate Health and Safety Adviser, 

details of whom are kept at the registered office. 

 

32. Health and safety information will be provided at the beginning of each activity by the 

lead person for the activity and this will be recorded on the risk assessment form. 

 

Competency for tasks and training 

33. This health and safety policy will be included in induction training for all employees and 

volunteers. This procedure is described in Annex 1. 

 

34. Where specific training is needed it will be identified, arranged and monitored by the 

Project Manager. 

 
 

Accidents, first aid and work-related ill health 

35. At the registered office, there is a first aid kit provided by the Wiston Estate.  Two first aid 

kits are available in ‘The Gateway’ for trained First Aiders to use and a portable First Aid 

kit is available at the Estate Office for use by guided walks leaders. Event leaders will 

ensure all organised activities are supported by an adequately equipped First Aider with 

a current first aid certificate where this is deemed necessary by the Risk Assessment.  

External Groups which use the site are expected to provide their own First Aid kit. 

 

36. All accidents, incidents and cases of work-related ill-health are to be recorded in the 

Scheme accident book. The book is kept at the registered office. All records must be full, 

accurate and legible and if necessary, investigated by the Project Manager with assistance 

from the Health & Safety Adviser, if required. 

 

37. The Project Manager is responsible for reporting serious workplace accidents, 

occupational diseases and specified dangerous occurrences, in accordance with RIDDOR 

requirements and timescales, to the enforcing authority by any of the following methods:  

• Telephone: 0845 300 9923 

• On line: https://www.hse.gov.uk/riddor/report.htm 

• By post to: Incident Contact Centre, Caerphilly Business Park, Caerphilly, CF83 3GG 
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Insurance 

 

38. The Scheme will ensure that all relevant insurance, including employer’s liability and 

public liability insurance, will at all times be in place and kept up to date. 

 

Monitoring 

 
39. To check the working conditions, and make sure safe working practices are being 

followed, the Project Manager will carry out periodic spot checks and where required, 

will provide  a report of any specific incidents to the next Trustees meeting. The Project 

Manager will also carry out an annual review of all tasks to ensure safety standards are 

being maintained. 

 

40. The Chair of the Trustees is responsible for investigating work-related cases of sickness 

absence. 

 

41. The Chair of the Trustees is responsible for acting on any investigation findings to seek to 

prevent a recurrence. 

 

Fire and emergency 

 

42. The Wiston Estate is responsible for the fire and emergency procedures at the registered 

office. 

 

43. The Scheme will endeavour to keep the access point and track from Mouse Lane (up 

Nightingale Lane) free of obstructions at all times to enable emergency services to access 

the site.  

 
44. This requirement will be communicated to all third parties in relation to activities and 

events held on the site. 

 
45. It is recommended that all Project Team Leaders carry a mobile phone with the What 

Three Words app installed to help emergency services locate an injured person. 

 

 

Site Users 

 

46. Members of the public who visit the land are potentially at risk from falling trees, steep 

slopes and steep-sided ghylls and water bodies, grazing animals, poisonous plants and 
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wildlife, dogs as well as other general risks associated with visiting the countryside. Where 

particular  hazards are identified, the Project Manager will carry out a risk assessment and 

ensure that appropriate action is taken to mitigate the risk. This might include:  

a. Temporary or permanent fencing and other physical barriers to control public 

access. 

b. Warning signage and information, both on and off site. 

c. Where possible, removal of the hazard. 

 

Contractors 

47. From time to time the SDS may employ contractors to carry out specific tasks. Such work 

will always be under the direct supervision of the Project Manager. In such circumstances, 

the following procedure will be followed: 

 

a. The work will be clearly defined to ensure the contractor is able to prepare an 

adequate Risk Assessment Method Statement (RAMS). 

b. The SDS Project Manager will meet the contractor on site to draw any particular 

hazards to the contractor’s attention, share any relevant SDS Risk Assessments, 

which must be signed by the contractor, and discuss with them how they will be 

addressed. 

c. The contractor will be required to demonstrate that they are competent to 

undertake the task, specifically to supply relevant information detailing their skills, 

knowledge, training and experience, insurance cover, a written method statement 

and risk assessments for the task. These will be agreed in writing by both parties 

before the work begins. 

d. The contractor will be required to provide a written statement addressing their 

welfare, first aid and emergency procedures for the work. 

e. Ensure a competent person is identified who will ensure compliance with the 

method statement and risk assessments and be the first point of contact for the 

Project Manager. 

 

 

Infectious Diseases 

48. The Project Manager will ensure that appropriate procedures are in place for all activities 

to prevent the spread of infectious diseases. These procedures will follow current 

Government and any local guidance and will be communicated to all staff and volunteers. 

 

49. This Policy will be reviewed regularly and revised accordingly. 
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Annex 1: Health & Safety Procedure for all Staff and Volunteers While Carrying 

Out Practical Tasks in the Countryside (e.g. Conservation Volunteers, Rifle Range 

Volunteers) 

 

A: New Volunteers  

 

Before participating in any task, all new volunteers must: 

 

1. Complete New Volunteer Form HS1-1 and send it to the SDS office. 
2. Be introduced to the site, the tasks and the reasons for the work  
3. Have a tool talk, including safe transportation and use, plus proper use of PPE 
4. Be introduced to the task risk assessments (HS1-3 and HS1-4) and have their contents 

explained 
5. Complete Volunteer Competence Form HS1-2  

 
1-5 to happen as part of a pre-task meeting between a Conservation Volunteer Team Leader. 

Every volunteer is responsible for ensuring 1-5 are completed and for ensuring Forms HS1-1 and 

HS1-2 have been signed, dated and sent to the SDS office. 

 

B: All Volunteers 

 

All volunteers are responsible for ensuring: 

 

1. They are familiar with correct use of tools and PPE  
2. They are familiar with the task risk assessments for conservation management (HS1-3 and 

HS1-4) 
3. Reminders and training as necessary will be provided by team leaders at the start of every 

volunteer day. Guidance on PPE, tools and task risk assessments will be sent to all 
volunteers before every volunteer day. 

4. Every 12 months, all volunteers must complete a New Volunteer Form HS1-1 to ensure 
the SDS holds up-to-date details  

 

C: All Tasks 

 

Before the Task: 

 

1. Team Leader to complete a ‘reccy’ before the task is due to start, so that they are ready 
to highlight any particular risks to the team, taking account of issues specific to that task 
(see list in Appendix A).  

2. Team leader to have adequate tasks pre-prepared to be able to deal with minimum and 
maximum expected numbers of volunteers, quickly and efficiently.  

3. First Aider and (if a fire is planned) fire marshal identified and attendance confirmed. 
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4. Mobile phone charged and with signal  
5. Task Report Form HS1-3 completed and signed by all the team before the task starts (Use 

HS1-4 for fence repairs). 
 

During the task: 

6. Team Leader, First Aider and fire marshal to carry ‘Staying Safe with the SDS’ cards and 
charged mobile phones. 

7. First aid kit and defibrillator checked and clearly located on site 
8. Access for emergency vehicles identified and clear of obstructions (gates unlocked) 
9. Correct PPE made available and tools checked for safety 
10. Incident Report Form HS3 and pen/pencil carried with the team leader 

 

After the Task: 

 

1. All tools cleaned, checked for issues and returned to the right place in the Gateway. Any 
tool issues found either rectified at the time or reported to sds@wistonestate.co.uk for 
repair. 

2. Any completed incident report forms HS3 PLUS then either posted through the door of 
the Wiston Estate Office or photo’d and e-mailed to sds@wistonestate.co.uk. 

 

D: Notes 

 

FIRST AID: 

The Gateway building has two First Aid kits. Both of these include: 

1. A map identifying key ‘What3Words’ locations across the Scheme, to give to the 
Emergency Services if required. 

2. A table summarising the contents of all the completed New Volunteer Forms HS1-1 
 

The Gateway also has a yellow DefibTech Lifeline Fully Automatic Defibrillator which should be 

close at hand for all conservation days. 

 

All tasks MUST have a First Aid trained volunteer. The Steyning Downland Scheme is working to 

identify a Lead First Aider with a medical / nursing background to provide guidance to the rest of 

the First Aid team. 

 

BONFIRES: 

Fire extinguishers will not help in the event of a bonfire accident. Volunteers will be trained in 

how to deal with a person who has caught alight and how to deal with out of control fires.  

Adequate water and a fire beater must be taken on all task days. 

 

Trained Fire Marshals MUST be identified for every task involving fire, with responsibility for 

keeping the other volunteers and the fire safe. 

mailto:sds@wistonestate.co.uk
mailto:sds@wistonestate.co.uk
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Annex 2: Special Health and Safety Procedures for the Mountain Biking Area 
 

The mountain bike area was set up by local bikers and used for several years without the Steyning 

Downland Scheme or the landowners being involved. Later, conversations by the landowners 

with local mountain bikers and naturalists were the main inspiration for forming the SDS. Today 

the charity remains committed to encouraging people to use the land, including mountain biking 

and especially by young people.  

 

Working with representatives of the local mountain biking community, we will ensure: 

 

1. Two safe crossing points are maintained over The Link Bridleway, these fitted with bike 
gates and fencing / dead hedging, no other crossings to be permitted; 

 

2. Permanent signage is maintained to make clear which paths and areas are within the 
permitted biking area; 

 

3. There is no increase to the size of the biking area; 
 

4. No trails pass too close to the Beechers Bridleway; 
 

5. The area below The Link Bridleway will only be used as a ‘get you home’ track because of 
the safety issues around bikes crossing The Link; 

 

6. Maintain all biking features in good condition and remove any which are considered 
unsafe by the SDS Trustees; 

 

7. Any new jumps or trails are removed which have not been first agreed with the SDS 
Project Manager; 

 

8. No trees are cut down without the written permission of the SDS Project Manager. 
 

9. The mountain bike area is inspected every 3 months by the Project Manager and 
members of the People Engagement Group, to ensure these commitments are carried 
out. 
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Annex 3: Health & Safety Procedure for all Volunteers While Carrying Out Events 

for the Public in the Countryside 
 

This note applies to all events organised by the Steyning Downland Scheme which involve visiting 

members of the public. 

 

Before the Event 

 

1. Event leader to visit the site and complete a Risk Assessment using the SDS Template RA (form 

HS2-1). This to be e-mailed to: sds@wistonestate.co.uk at least 10 days before the event. 

2. Ensure any particular risks identified in the Risk Assessment are appropriately mitigated. 

 

At the Start of the Event 

 

1. Make sure participants are made aware of the Risk Assessment and are aware of any residual 

risks. 

2. Event Leader or backmarker to carry ‘Staying Safe with the SDS’ card, mobile phone, incident 

report form (form HS3), First Aid box . 

3. Either the event leader or the backmarker MUST have a valid First Aid certificate. 

 

At the end of the Event 

 

4. Complete event report form HS2-2 

5. Completed incident report forms as necessary 

6. Either post the completed forms through the door of the Wiston Estate Office, or photo them 

and e-mail them to sds@wistonestate.co.uk. (In future we hope to have on-line versions of these 

forms available.) 
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Annex 4: Guidance Notes for Volunteer Lookerers 

 

 

 
 

 

Thank you very much for 
volunteering to be a Lookerer for 
the Steyning Downland Scheme. 
Conservation grazing is essential 
for conserving our ancient chalk 
grassland and without the 
volunteer Lookering Team, there 
would be no grazing!  

 
 
 

This note explains what it means to be a volunteer Lookerer – the things to look out for 
and the steps you should take to ensure your volunteering experience is safe, effective 
and enjoyable.  
 
Responsibilities 
Your day-to-day contacts are Frances Sedgwick who owns the Dexter cattle we use and 
Matthew Thomas, Project Manager for the Steyning Downland Scheme, who is 
responsible for organising the lookering rota. 
 
The contact details for everyone involved in the conservation grazing are given on the last 
page of this guidance. New copies of this page will be issued when these change. If you 
have any questions about this guidance, do please contact Matthew. 
 
A bit of background: Chalk Grassland             Bird’s-foot Trefoil 
The Steyning Downland Scheme has around 47 acres (19 
hectares) of chalk grassland, divided between the steep 
slopes of the Rifle Range, Steyning Coombe and 
Pepperscoombe.   
        
At its best, chalk grassland (the technical term is ‘Lowland 
Calcareous Grassland’) is very species-rich, with up to 40 
species of flowering plant in just one square metre of turf. 

Steyning Downland Scheme 

Volunteer Lookerer Notes  Version 1.7 
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These include classic, old countryside plants like Bird’s-foot Trefoil (‘egg and bacon plant’), 
Wild Thyme, Marjoram and Oxeye Daisy. These support a wealth of other wildlife, 
including chalk grassland butterflies such as Adonis Blue and Silver-Spotted Skipper 
(which both occur on our grassland). 

 
The places where Chalk Grassland is found on the Steyning Downland Scheme:  

Rifle Range, Steyning Coombe, Pepperscoombe and Chalk Pit (the Big Picnic Field is too nutrient-rich) 

 
Chalk grassland is an internationally rare habitat which now occurs on about 20% of the 
area it covered in the 1940s. There are several causes for the decline, but perhaps the 
most important has been an increase in soil fertility, either due to modern agricultural 
methods, or simply neglect.  
 
Most chalk grassland plants are small, low-growing species and these are dependent on 
very low soil fertility to survive. Fertile soil allows tall, fast growing plants such as Nettle, 
Tor Grass and Creeping Thistle to dominate and out-compete the others.  Unless soil 
nutrients are constantly removed from chalk grassland, it will gradually change to dense 
grassland, scrub and eventually woodland as the fertility naturally increases. This process 
is called ‘ecological succession’. 
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Conservation Grazing 
Grazing halts succession by physically removing the invasive grassland plants and by 
converting soil nutrients to meat. Traditionally, the downland pastures would have been 
grazed by hardy sheep breeds, such as the Southdown and cattle. On the Steyning 
Downland, we generally use cattle because these are less prone to worrying by dogs. 
 
Many modern breeds of cattle will not eat the plants found on old chalk grassland but the 
Dexters we use are an old, hardy breed that will thrive on a low-nutrient sward. They are 
also unusual because they will enthusiastically browse down invading scrub and young 
trees. Their small size and docile temperament also make them perfect for the Steyning 
Downland Scheme.  
   
What Lookerers should Look out for 
As a volunteer Lookerer you have a crucial role in giving assurance to our grazier that the 
animals are safe and in good condition.  For graziers living a distance away from the 
grazing site, a daily report from a team of Lookerers is essential and many will not graze 
without it.  
 
Before you start working, you will meet Matthew who will talk through the role with you. 
You will also be kept up-to-date by e-mail or text on the number of cattle on site and their 
whereabouts (Rifle Range, Steyning Coombe or Pepperscombe) and depending on your 
availability, you’ll also be given a ‘slot’ on a weekly lookering rota. 
 
Please walk the grazing area on your allotted rota day. The things to look out for are: 
 
Cattle: 

1. Are all the livestock present and in the right field? 
2. Are there any signs of ill-health, such as: 

• Unusual behaviour (looking listless / staying away from the herd) 

• Obvious weight loss 

• Lameness? 
 
Facilities: 

1. Water supply – the trough should be full of water but not frozen over or 
overflowing. 

2. Are there any noticeable hazards? 
3. Are gates and fences stock –proof? (No need to walk the fence line, but if there 

are any obvious problems, such as a gate not padlocked, or a fallen tree across the 
fence line, please report it.) 
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I’ve found a problem. What do I do now?  
Once your checks have been made, if there are no issues, please send a brief text to 
Frances to confirm all the Dexters are well, including your name and the initials of the 
area you are in (‘RR’, ‘SC’ or ‘PC’). 
 
If there is a problem with the cattle, or the facilities, please contact Frances as soon as 
you can (try all contact details and then text if she is not able to answer your call). 
 
Frequently Asked Questions 
 

1. What if I can’t visit the Steyning Downland on my allotted day in the rota? 
a. If you know in advance that you will not be able to visit, please send a group 

e-mail to the Lookerer team, giving as much notice as you can. Copy in 
Matthew and ask if anyone is able to swap with you. If no-one is able to 
help, Matthew will let Frances know about the gap in cover. At short notice 
(ie the same day), just text Frances to let her know you can’t be there. Don’t 
worry – it’s not your responsibility to fill your slot in the rota if you can’t be 
there! 

 
2. The gate to the field with the Dexters in it has been left open – what should I do? 

a. If you feel able to do so, please shut the gate and padlock it (if an open 
padlock is available). Next phone or text Frances to let her know what has 
happened. Frances may contact Matthew if it’s a problem that needs work. 
 

3. I have seen a problem with one of the Dexters – should I approach it? 
a. You should only approach the cattle close enough to ensure they are all 

present. If you notice any problems, phone or text Frances straight away. 
 

4. The Dexters are fenced on a very steep, grassy slope and I do not feel confident to 
climb it to check them. What should I do? 

a. Never attempt your lookering task if you think it is putting you at risk. It is 
your responsibility to assess whether a particular task is putting you at risk, 
depending on your experience, level of fitness and the conditions at the 
time. If in doubt, text Frances and Matthew to explain why you have not 
been able to check the Dexters on a particular day. 
 

5. The weather been wet and windy all day and I am due to check the Dexters today 
– what should I do? 
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Only visit the site in adverse 
weather if you feel confident 
and comfortable to do so. You 
should not visit if wind speeds 
are forecast as at, or 
approaching 39 mph (gale 
force). This is due to the 
particular risk of sudden tree 
collapse caused by Ash 
Dieback Disease. Ash trees are 
very common across the 
Steyning Downland. 

(Photo credit: Pete Varkala). 

 
If the weather is very adverse, such as deep snow, please text Matthew and 
Frances to let them know you are not able to visit. In adverse weather, make sure 
you wear appropriate clothing and footwear with good grip. Let a friend or relative 
know where you are going and when you expect to be back. If you have one, carry 
your fully charged mobile phone with you and remember to contact your friend or 
relative again when you return.  
 
In cold weather, the water trough may freeze over. Please break the ice if you can, 
or text Frances to let her know there is a problem with the water supply. 

 
6. The Dexters are enclosed by electric fencing – what should I do? 

a. Do not attempt to climb over the electric fence – instead walk around the 
perimeter until you can see the animals and the water trough. If you are not 
able to see either the animals or the trough properly, text Frances and 
Matthew to tell them.  
 

7. It looks like the electric fencing / water trough aren’t working properly 
a. Please report this to Frances. If the water trough is frozen over, please break 

the ice if you can. If you would like to be trained to carry out basic 
maintenance of either the electric fence or the water supply, please let 
Matthew know. We will organise training for these through the National 
Park Rangers. 

 
Further reading for the ultra-keen 
 
DEFRA has published an extremely detailed cattle welfare guide which can be accessed 
online by following this link: http://www.defra.gov.uk/publications/files/pb7949-cattle-
code-030407.pdf 

 

http://www.defra.gov.uk/publications/files/pb7949-cattle-code-030407.pdf
http://www.defra.gov.uk/publications/files/pb7949-cattle-code-030407.pdf
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Appendix 1: Contact details 
 

1. Grazier: Frances Sedgwick 
tel:   07989 318439 (preferred) / 01903 744236 / 07710 248431  
e-mail:  francessedgwick@btinternet.com 
 
 

2. SDS Project Manager: Matthew Thomas 
tel:   01903 817996 / 07763 206030. 
e-mail: SDS@WistonEstate.co.uk 
 
 

ENDS 

mailto:francessedgwick@btinternet.com
mailto:SDS@WistonEstate.co.uk

